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Bill, Bob, and Eric:

Following on our discussion from Thursday, I am attaching our draft proposal to assist Big Rivers in
evaluating a range of options toward most effectively meeting your electric supply requirements. Our
approach integrates a proposed analysis of smelter economics, the MISO price forecasting work we’ve
recently presented, along with the results of your recent engineer’s report to provide a risk-based
analysis of your options. We’ve also broken out a separate estimate of duration and cost for the smelter
study alone.

We look forward to discussing this with you tomorrow morning.

Regards,

Jim McMahon

Jim McMahon
Vice President

Fairfax, VA USA

Phone: 703.818.9100
Direct: 703.539.1155
Mobile: 603.591.5898

Jim.McMahon@paceglobal.com
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Washington                  •                   Houston                  •                   Columbia                  •                   London                  •                   Moscow 


 
January 16, 2012      Proprietary & Confidential 
 
Mr. Bill Blackburn 
Chief Financial Officer 
Big Rivers Electric Corporation 
201 3rd Street 
Henderson, KY 42420 
 
Dear Bill: 
 
On behalf of Pace Global Energy Services, LLC (“Pace”) we are pleased to provide this 
proposal to Big Rivers Electric Corporation (“Big Rivers”) to assist in the development of a 
power supply strategy that considers the new EPA regulations and the significant uncertainties 
facing your company.  Below we have outlined our approach, anticipated deliverables for this 
engagement, schedule, and estimated cost to complete this work.  
 


BACKGROUND:  


Big Rivers is an electric generation and transmission supplier for three member cooperatives 
and two aluminum smelters in Kentucky.  The smelters comprise approximately two thirds of the 
company’s load.  Historically, Big Rivers has been a low cost generator in the region.  This owes 
to the company’s generation mix, which is nearly one hundred percent coal, and the fact that 
Big Rivers has not made as many large-scale investments in plant controls as some other 
utilities in the region. 
 
New EPA regulations may require Big Rivers to make significant investments in environmental 
retrofits.  Sargent & Lundy, an engineering firm hired by Big Rivers, has opined that certain 
assets will be required to install environmental controls (scrubber at Wilson and a SCR at 
Green) to be compliant with the rules independent of allowance market purchases or generation 
profile modifications.  The contemplated environmental spend is projected to lead to significantly 
higher power rates for the member cooperatives and the two aluminum smelters as capital costs 
will need to be amortized across the customer base and variable O&M costs will increase. 
 
Higher electricity tariffs could further compress the operating margins of the two aluminum 
smelters that already are facing declining aluminum prices in the worldwide markets.  This could 
potentially lead to closure of one or both plants, as has been observed in other locales. 
Combined with costly capital additions, loss of smelter load would lead to undesireable rate 
shocks for the cooperatives and possibly a requirement to shed assets, something Big Rivers is 
keen to avoid. 
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OBJECTIVES: 


 Develop a rigorous, defendable strategy for cost effectively meeting customer load 
requirements while limiting customer rate and financial risks, in light of new EPA 
regulations and material market risks.   


 Develop a comprehensive smelter operating margin model that accurately reflects the 
complex interplay between power rates, LME pricing, and smelter economics. 


 Provide Big Rivers a decision framework that can be updated and reaccessed to make 
risk-informed resource decisions over time. 


 Assure the Executive team, the Board, and the customers that the best decisions are 
being made for Big Rivers considering the available information and the objectives of the 
organization. 


 


APPROACH:  


Pace recommends using a probabilistic modeling framework for evaluating key resource 
decisions.  Under this approach, uncertainties are stochastically propagated resulting in a 
histogram of projected production costs and member rates for each resource alternative1.  In 
addition to the histograms, confidence intervals can be generated for each alternative to indicate 
the probability that a given cost or rate outcome will fall within or outside of a particular cost or 
rate band.  Confidence intervals provide a means to evaluate the risk associated with a 
particular alternative. 
 
Pace summarizes the expected case and “at risk” results to provide a means for comparing 
alternatives on the basis of cost/rate impact and risk.  Companies tend to be interested in 
selecting the preferred portfolio that best meets multiple objectives over a range of outcomes.  A 
company’s primary objective may be to select the alternative that minimizes their cost / rate 
impacts while limiting risk to acceptable levels.  For instance, delaying construction of the 
environmental controls may be the least expected cost / rate strategy, but also may have a 
greater risk associated with increased materials or purchased power costs.  Alternatively Big 
Rivers might be more interested in a portfolio that maintains the most stable rates, especially 
because it would limit the exposure of the smelter load to energy cost variability. 
 
For internal consistency, this decision framework should undergird decisions made by the 
company today and in the future. 
 


  


  


                                                
1
 Note, Pace already has stochastically propogated LMP prices for twenty years for the MISO region in 


which Big Rivers operates. 
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Tasks:  


 
Figure 1: Flow of Work Diagram 
 


 
 
This assignment consists of nine core tasks, described in detail below: 
 


1. Discuss Big Rivers Objectives 


In the first meeting, we will discuss the relative importance of least cost, stable rates, 
environmental stewardship, or managing load uncertainty are so that we can map these goals to 
metrics that can be properly analyzed.   


 


2. Define Set of Resource Alternatives 


In our first meeting with the Project Team, we will frame the complete set of resource 
alternatives that will be evaluated.  This will include decisions to install or delay technologies 
that Sargent & Lundy have opined are required to meet environmental mandates.  This also 
may include decisions to install other technologies that may not be contemplated in the 
engineer’s report.  Portfolios under consideration if the smelters were to close should also be 
fully vetted. These alternatives will form the decision set used in the analytical exercise. 
 
Key Deliverables: Discrete set of fully described compliance alternatives that can be used in 
the subsequent modeling exercise 


 


3. Define Uncertainties 


In our first meeting with the Project Team, we will define the complete set of independent and 
interrelated uncertainties that may have a bearing on the Decision.  As part of our MISO price 
forecasting work, we already have identified and discussed many of these uncertainties (e.g., 
gas prices, allowance prices), which we will leverage fully.  An area of particular focus in this 
exercise will be on the uncertainty associated with smelter load.  We will define and discuss the 
key drivers of smelter economics, and hence production based on our previous client work and 
market information (LME prices, energy prices).  Other uncertainties will include capital costs for 
the environmental retrofits and LME prices. 
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Key Deliverables: Discrete set of uncertainties that will be utilized in the market simulation to 
drive the decision analysis. 


 


4. Collect Data 


To the extent we already have not done so as part of the MISO price forecasting exercise, we 
will collect data related to the resource alternatives and the uncertainties.  This will include 
information from the Sargent and Lundy report and information regarding the two aluminum 
smelters.  Pace maintains information on historic and forward LME prices and volatility and has 
detailed information on general plant economics that will collected in this task.  This also will 
include information on Big Rivers’ tariff structure so that production and purchased power cost 
estimates can be converted into customer rates. 
 
Key Deliverables:  Complete data set used in the market simulation, including LME prices and 
volatility measures. 


 


5. Analyze Smelter Economics 


Pace will create a quantitative predictive model of smelter operating costs based on Pace’s 
experience and institutional knowledge of smelting and refining industries specific to the Century 
and Rio Tinto smelter assets served by Big Rivers.  Following this initial phase, we will integrate 
this cost model with a probabilistic assessment of historical and forward LME metal prices to 
generate a perspective on the financial viability of the smelters and the likelihood of smelter 
shut-down under the distribution of energy cost and smelter tariffs (revenues), accounting 
appropriately for the relationship between product prices and energy prices. Specifically, Pace 
will apply historical and near-term price volatility in the LME market to the smelter margin model 
to predict minimum profitability requirements under differing LME scenarios; thus defining the 
range of power prices that will maintain profitable smelter operations.  From this distribution, we 
can develop a probabilistic assessment of smelter shutdown over time, which can be used 
below to develop a load profile for Big Rivers. 
 
Key Deliverables: Smelter operating margin model, probabilistic assessment of smelter 
operating viability under various market conditions 


 


6. Correlate Uncertainties and Define Ranges 


Using information gained from the MISO price forecasting exercise, we will correlate market 
price uncertainties used in the analysis using historic and market fundamentals based 
measures.  For example, we have developed a relationship between gas prices and power 
prices (highly correlated on peak) and coal prices and power prices (correlated off peak) that is 
reflected in the dispatch modeling.  We then will develop confidence intervals for the key inputs 
(gas prices, coal prices, load, capital costs, etc.) that will be used in the plant simulation.  In 
addition to the uncertainties previously propagated, we will develop a probability-weighted 
operating margin curve indexed against power and LME price distributions.  These will be 
shared with the Project Team.    
 
Key Deliverables:  Probability-weighted operating margin curve for the Big Rivers’ smelters 
indexed against power and LME price distributions 
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7. Run Production Simulation 


Following assembly of the decision set and the uncertainties, we will run a market simulation 
comprising 200 iterations for each of the portfolio options (with and without smelter load, with 
corresponding portfolios for keeping the coal plants and retrofitting or purchasing some or all of 
its requirements from the market).  Each iteration will “draw” randomly from the set of 
uncertainties and evaluate the dispatch and production cost for each Big Rivers plant and the 
resulting off-system purchases or sales made by the company.  For instance, one draw may 
include below average LME prices that leads to smelter shut down and significant off-system 
sales of Big Rivers’ plant dispatch.   Pace will utilize its proprietary, stochastically-enabled 
Aurora markets model to conduct the simulation and processing of results.  Pace has used 
Aurora to support hundreds of billions of dollars in investment decisions for its energy sector 
clients.    


8. Summarize Results  


The 200 iterations will be summarized into histograms and confidence intervals for the key 
results variables: total production cost, net cost of service, and customer rates.  For the optional 
rate analysis, our Aurora markets model incorporates a financial model back end. This financial 
model draws in from each iteration production cost, power purchase and sale information, and 
capital spending information.  With information on the tariff design, we are able to produce an 
estimate of probability-weighted customer rate impacts.   
 
Key Deliverables:  Data set comprising probability-weighted estimates of production cost, net 
cost of service, and customer rates. 


 


9. Prepare and Present Decision Analysis 


Pace will prepare a presention comparing alternatives on the basis of their expected cost,  rate 
impacts, impact on smelter operating margins, and the uncertainty around these outcomes.  We 
will present diagrams illustrating the amount of risk being traded off between alternatives that 
will enable Big Rivers to make an informed decision.  Pace will facilitate a session with the 
Project Team to review the presentation and constructively discuss the alternatives consistent 
with the objectives set at the outset of the assignment. The team will utilize the Pace decision 
framework to ultimately recommend an alternative and document it in an executive presentation 
with supporting documentation in appendices.   
 
Key Deliverables:  Presentation describing cost and rate tradeoffs to Big Rivers alternatives, 
Risk-integrated decision framework for analyzing Big Rivers resource options on a go forward 
basis. 


 


COMMERCIAL TERMS:  


The proposed work will be performed for Big Rivers on a time and materials basis, consistent 
with the rate structure set forth in our prior executed CSA.  Pace estimates that the combined 
risk integrated analysis and smelter economic modeling exercise will cost between $130,000 
and $150,000 to complete. 
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Exhibit 1: Pace Global’s 2011 Hourly Rates 


 
Should Big Rivers wish to assess only the smelter economics and relevant smelter margins 
against fixed (deterministic) LME and Power rates, the work is estimated to cost between 
$60,000 and $80,000 to complete. 
 


SCHEDULE:   


The combined risk integrated analysis and smelter economic model is estimated to require 
approximately 8 weeks from Big Rivers’ notice to proceed.  The smelter modeling work in 
isolation is estimated to require 4 weeks from Big Rivers’ notice to proceed. 
 


ABOUT PACE GLOBAL:   


Pace Global Energy Services, a Siemens company, is an energy consulting and management 
firm with clients and engagements across the globe.  Since 1976, Pace Global has provided 
innovative services to support the execution of business strategies, complex energy 
transactions, asset development and operations in over 60 countries on six continents.  Our 
leadership team is accomplished and grounded in a corporate culture of integrity.  The average 
number of years of experience in the energy business among senior staff exceeds 20 years.  
This experience enables Pace Global to offer a sophisticated and insightful perspective on 
energy markets around the world. 
 
Headquartered outside Washington, D.C. with additional offices in Houston, Columbia, London, 
and Moscow, Pace Global provides expertise in the following areas:  corporate strategy, 
resource planning, M&A, asset development, acquisition and disposition, energy management, 
enterprise and commodity risk management, asset management, financial management, energy 
procurement, energy efficiency, and engineering services. 
 
Pace Global has experience in all types of energy including natural gas, oil, coal and electricity.  
Additionally, Pace Global teams have supported numerous hydro, wind, biomass and other 
renewable energy projects.  We have participated in over $40 billion of energy assets around 
the world.  We manage energy portfolios valued at over $3 billion for over 200 clients around the 
world.  We manage risk portfolios of approximately $5 billion of energy expenditures.  We have 
represented clients in all segments of the energy value chain from exploration, production, and 
generation through transportation and distribution down to end use consumption.  Pace Global 
understands that in a world of rising energy costs and global competition, the optimization of 
energy assets is more critical than ever before for both buyers and sellers of energy. 
 
Pace Global has invested substantial resources in developing proprietary tools for the benefit of 
our clients.  These tools include energy price forecasting models, resource planning systems, 
risk management models, information management systems, rating-agency approved financial 
performance models, web-based metering and energy management systems plus several 
automated tools supporting energy procurement and invoice auditing. 
 
Experience, expertise and tools would count for little without the most valuable asset Pace 
Global possesses:  the trust of our clients.  The single factor driving Pace’s performance is the 
desire to enable the client to achieve its business objectives.  This attitude has permitted Pace 
Global to attract and retrain major industrial corporations, utilities, energy companies, financial 
institutions and public agencies as clients. 
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CONCLUSION 
 
Bill, Pace Global is pleased to have the opportunity to provide you this proposal.  We believe we 
have the knowledge, skills and experience to support the assessment you have undertaken.  
We look forward to working with you on the Scope above and assisting you in realizing your 
goals.   
 
Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions or clarifications on the proposed Scope 
of Work or budget. 
 
Regards, 
 
 
 
Jim McMahon 
Vice President 
 


 






